FOOTBALL

Front Row, L to R: Rebecca Davis; Manager, Sandy Carlson; Manager, Brent Gustafson, Ken Leiser, Darin Elliott, Don Gordon, Sean Hurley, Troy Wittenburg, Kent VanÖverschelde, Tim Ness, Chris Hasbargen, Brad Morrissey, Brian Kasprick, Paul Krogstad; Camera. Second Row, L to R: Jim Sims; Head Coach, Cindy Green; Manager, Troy Hamre, Scott Vedbraaten, Shane Erickson, Bryan Johnson, Scott Videen, Curt Ellingson, Mitch Olson, Tony Reno, Chad Sattler, Tim Erholtz, David Thom, Mike Busch, Jr., Mike Derr, Butch Schleicher; Equipment Manager, Marv Bachmeier; Athletic Director. Third Row, L to R: Scott Oliver; Defensive Coordinator, Bill Tyrrell; Trainer, Terry Funk, Brian Burger, Kirk Rongen, Steve Collins, Aaron Anderson, Chad Larson, Brad Tolzman, Bret Sauve, James Baumert, Corey Andreasen, Luc Beaudoin, Mark Teiken, Dane Longbella, Dylan Berg, Todd Halverson; Defensive Line, Gary Senske; Receivers. Back Row, L to R: Craig Oleen; Defensive Backs, Chris Olsen, Garnet Asmundson, Jon Stromstad, Shannon Stassen, Kevin Wohletz, Robert Sip, Gary Hall, Tom Durand, Don Lovcik, Todd McGill, Wayne LePard, J. R. Sylskar, Marty Feil, Mike Nerguson, Martin Bratrud, Brian Entzion; Offensive Line.
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